AWSA 2019 U.S. NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
PERPETUAL AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

NATIONAL JUNIOR MOST IMPROVED AWARDS:

Girls 1 Slalom: Reagan Baxter       Boys 1 Slalom: Nicholas Bally
Girls 1 Trick: Maddie Galante      Boys 1 Trick: George Bulfer
Girls 1 Overall: Reagan Baxter     Boys 1 Overall: Bennett Covington
Girls 2 Slalom: Ally Custer        Boys 2 Slalom: Adam Gray
Girls 2 Trick: Nora Bally          Boys 2 Trick: Gage Kacprowicz
Girls 2 Jump: Nora Bally           Boys 2 Jump: Corbin Pierce
Girls 2 Overall: Nora Bally        Boys 2 Overall: Gage Kacprowicz
Girls 3 Slalom: Kate White         Boys 3 Slalom: Lincoln Buchanan
Girls 3 Trick: Alyssa Drake        Boys 3 Trick: Collin Diviak
Girls 3 Jump: Annemarie Wroblewski Boys 3 Jump: Trey Snell
Girls 3 Overall: Annemarie Wroblewski Boys 3 Overall: Evan Robbins

To the skiers in Boys 1-3 and Girls 1-3 divisions with the most improved seed values for the National Tournament from last year to this year in the slalom, tricks, jump and overall events. These skiers have been in their divisions for at least 1 year.

NATIONAL JUNIOR ALL STAR TEAM TROPHY:

1. Midwest - 16,158.8
2. South - 15,319.9
3. West - 15,076.7
4. South Central - 13,055.9
5. East - 12,433.1

To the Regional All Star Team with the highest NOP5 team score for slalom, trick, and jump. Each region pre-selects a six-member team with one alternate from the Boys 2-3 and Girls 2-3 divisions.

LINDA GIDDENS & Dr. J.D. MORGAN SCHOLARSHIPS ($2000 each)
Girls 3 (Linda Giddens): Kennedy Hansen       Boys 3 (Dr. J.D. Morgan): Garrett Reese

To the skier with the highest overall NOP5 points in each of the Boys 3 and Girls 3 divisions.

DRAKE & ASSOCIATES AND DUTHC BROTHERS COFFEE SCHOLARSHIPS ($1000 each)
Girls 2: Alana Jones       Boys 2: Jake Abelson

To the skier with the highest overall NOP5 points in each of the Boys 2 and Girls 2 divisions.

JIM GREW SCHOLARSHIPS ($2,000 each)
Girls 1: Alexia Abelson       Boys 1: Freddy Davis

To the skier with the highest overall NOP5 points in each of the Boys 2 and Girls 2 divisions.

NAUTIQUE AWARD: Joy Kelley
To the skier with the highest overall NOP5 points in any division.

TOMMY DORWIN AWARD: Mike Hayes
To the outstanding Judge at the AWSA Nationals.

FRED WILEY AWARD: Scott Greenwood
To the outstanding Driver at the AWSA Nationals

MARY JO POWER AWARD: Kirby Whetsel
To the outstanding Scorer at the AWSA Nationals.

TOMMY BARTLETT AWARD: Bob Archambeau
To the outstanding Announcer at the AWSA Nationals

ROBERT L. KING AWARD: Kim Bryans
To the outstanding Safety Director of the AWSA Nationals.

OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL CONTROLLER AWARD: Bob Harris
To the outstanding Technical Controller of the AWSA Nationals